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'

Docket No.: 52-003

December 18,1997
.

i

Document Control Desk .

'

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
-Washington, DC 20555 |

ATTENTION: T.R. QUAY

SUlljECT: AP600 RESPONSE TO FSER OPEN ITEMS

Dear Mr. Quay:
,

'

Enclosed with this letter are the Westinghouse responses to FSER open items on the AP600. A
:summary of the enclosed responses is provided in Table 1. Included in the table is the FSER open
'

item number, the associated OITS number, and the status to be designated in the Westinghouse status
column of OITS.

The NRC should review the enclosure and inform Westinghouse of tbc status to be designated in the'
,

"NRC Status" column of OITS. ,

Please contact me on (412) 374-4334 if you have any questions concerning this transmittal.

11rian A. hiclntyre, Ma ager *d
Advanced Plant Safety and 1.icensing

i
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Enclosure ;

f
#

cc: W. C. Iluffman, NRC (Enclosure) L
T. J. Kenyon, NRC (Enclosure) {. I

4 M. Sebrosky, NRC (Enclosure)
D C, Scaletti, NRC (Enclosure) i

s

' N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Enclosure)
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Table 1
List of FSER Open items included in Letter DCP/NRC1194

FSER Open Itein OITS Number Westingbouse status in OITS
,

220.115F 6302 Action N
'

220.125F 6312 Action N

220.122F 6309 Confirm W ;
>

410.381F 6258 Action N

410.385F 6262 Action N

650.18F 6320 Action N

650.20F 6322 Action N
.

720.4ISF 5897 Action N

720.421F 6133 Confirm W ,
.
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FSER Open ftem'

.
,

j.

- ,

Open Itern 220.ll5F (OITS #6302) |

As described in early revisions of the SSAR, floor response spectra at various elevations and hications ,

of the NI structures were first generated for each of the three selected site conditions: hard nick site
with fixed base time domain mcxial time-history analysis (BSAP analysis), soft nick site with ;

frequency-domain time-history analysis (SASSI analysis), and soft-to-mediurn stiff soil |
with frequency domain time history analysis (SASSI analysis). Then, these floor response spectra ;

- were enveloped, peak-broadened by plus and minus fifteen percent (il5 percent), and smoothed to
develop a set of design in structure spectrum envelopes in accordance with RO 1.122. A set of 3D
structural stick models (models for the steel contaltunent vessel, the containment intemal structures,

!and the combined shield and auxiliary buildings) combined with the support foundation mat were used
3

- for these analyses. The effects of the spatial combination of three components of the earthquake
ground motion time history were considered in the analysis. As such, the coupling effects have been
accounted for, The st,drs evaluation of the adequacy of the approach for combining responses'

attributable to three wmponents of the input ground motion is discusse:d in Section 3.7.2.6. Based on
- the staffs review of the SSAR, the review of Westinghouse's November 30,1992 March 24,1994,
and May 11,1994 submittal, and the discussions during the review meetings, the staff concludes that i

the methods used for the development of in structure response spectra at different locations and the in-
structure respor.se spectrum envelopes are in conformance to the guideline of Section 3.7.2.11.5 of the
SRP and RG 1.122, except that the issues related to the combined effects of insufficient panicipating
mass, number of design site conditions, low cut off frequency, non-confonnance of 60 percent s

limitation of surface ground motion at foundition level, concrete cracking, and other SSI issues
discusud atxwe need to be resolved. This was Open item 3.7.2.51, i

4

~

The concems of this open item are also addressed in Sections 3.7.2.3 and 3.7.2.4 of this repon. On
the basis of the resolution for Open items 3.7.2.21 (cut off frequency for seismic analyses),3.7.2.3 5
(conformance of RO l.122),3.7.2.412 (number of design site conditions) and 3.7.2.41 (60 percent
limitation of the ground motion at the foundation in the free field), and other open items related to SSI
concems, the tecimical concem of Open item 3.7.2.51 is considered resolved. Ilowever, because
technical issues were identified from the review of Westinghouse's seismic reanalysis as described in
Section 3.7.2.4 of this report, Open item 3.7.2.51 will not be closed until Westinghouse resolves these
lwues.

Resp 4mse:

The technical issues identified from the review of Westinghouse's seismic reanalysis are addressed in
Il'c response to Open fem 220.ll4F.

4

'

- SSAR Retision:

None 1

t

4

220.115 1
.
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FSER Open item . . .

'
.

Open item 220.122F (OITS # 6309)

As stated in the SRP, the staff should review a design repon in order to obtain design and
construction information that is more specific than that contained in the SSAR. Die design report can
also assist the staff in planning and conducting a stnJctural review. Nonetheless, Westinghouse was
unable to provide a design report for the containment intemal stmetures during previous teview
meetings. Bus in the submittal dated June 30,1994, Westinghouse committed to compile design
summary repons using the fomiat and attributes described in Appendix C to Section 3.8.4 of the SRP.
In addition, these design summary reports would incorporate the criteria acceptable to the staff and
would be made available for staff review. His commitment was identified as Open item 3.8.3.4 12.

During the meeting on January 14 through 16,1997, the staff reviewed samples of the draft design
summary reports for the structural modules, including " Design Summary Report - Containment
Intemal Stmetures," No. I100-S3R-001 (Draft), dated January 1997; and Design Summary Repon -
Auxiliary Building Structures," No.1200-S3R-001, Revision 0 (Draft), dated January 1997. Dese
draft summary reports described the components of the structural modules, structural loads, structural
an:dysis and design, and results. Because the infonnation included in the design summary reports is
sutliciently detailed and the scope of these reports is in accordance with that described in Appendix C
to Section 3.8A of the SRP, this issue is considered technically resolved.

In completing its response to this concern. Westinghouse presented two design reports for the staff's
review during the meeting on April 14 through 18,1997. However, neither of these reports was
finallied. Westinghouse indicated that funher infonnation will be added to the design repons, such as
the drawing details for the critical structural wall modules, stress / load /requirev steel area surnmary
tables for the critical wall sections, and the comparison tables for the ADS pressure loading analyses.
Open item 3.8.3.4 12 will not be closed until Westinghouse finalizes these design summary repons.

Itesponse:

Westinghouse had propmed that the critical sections details be provided in a summary report to be
referenced from the SSAR. In a meeting Open Item from the Januaryl4,1997 meeting (summarized
in the March 18,1997 Letter, Attaciunent 3), NRC staff identified that Westinghouse should include
cntical section details in a fonnal revision of the SSAR. Westinghouse has now prepared infonnation
for inclusion in the SSAR. Similar infonnation is being provided for the auxiliary bcildings in the
response to open item 220.12SF. De draft design summary reports that were reviewed by the s'aff in
presious meetings are intemal Westinghouse documents.

Drawing details for tne critical structural wall modules and stress / load / required steel area summary
tables for the critical wall sections are included in the SSAR. De comparison tables for the ADS
pressure loading analyses were reviewed by the staff during the review meeting and are included in
the design summary report.

SSAR Resision: see attachment

T Westinghouse
220.122-1
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3. Desism of Structures, Components, Equipemento and Systems
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.

~
. .

refueling cavity are also designed for the hydrostatic head due to the water in the refueling
cavity and the hydrodynamic pressure effects of the water due to the safe shutdown

'
earthquake.

Figure 3.8.3 8 shows the typical design details of the stmetural modules, typical configuration
of the wall modules, typical anchorages of the wall modules to the reinforced base concrete,
and connections between adjacent modules. Concrete-filled structural wall modules are
designed as reinforced concrete structures in accordance with the requirements of ACI 349,
as supplemented in the following paragraphs. De faceplates are considered as the reinforcing
steel, bonded to the concrete by headed ttuds. De application of ACl.349 and the
supplemental requirements are supported by the behavior studies described in subsection
3.83.4.1. The design of critical sections is described in t.: adgn = rj qc" 3.::

| subsection 3.83.5.8 4

3.8.3.5.3.1 Design for Axial Loads and Bending

Design for axial load (tension and compression), in-plane bending, and out of plane bending
is in accordance with the requirements nf ACI 349, Chapters 10 and 14.

3.8.3.5.3.2 Design for in Plane Shear
'

Design for in. plane shear is in accordance with he requirements of ACI-349, Chapters 11 and
14. De steel faceplates are treated as reinforcing steel, contributing as provided in
Section i1.5 of ACl.349.

3.8.3.5.3.3 Design for Out of Plane Shear

Design for out-of. plane shear is in accordance with the requirements of ACI.349, Chapter 11.
4

3.8.3.5.3.4 Evaluation for Thermal Loads

The effect of thermal loads on the concrete filled structural wall modules is evaluated by using
the working stress design method for load combination 3 of Table 3.8.4 2. His evaluation
is in addition to the evaluation using the strength design method of ACI 349 for the load
combination without the thermal load. Acceptance for the load combination with normal
thermal loads, which includes the thermal transients described in subsection 3.8.33.1, is that
the stress in general areas of the steel plate be less than yield. In local areas where the stress
may exceed yield the total stress intensity range is less than twice yield. His evaluation of
thermal loads is based on the ASME Code philosophy for Service Level A loads given in
ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NE, Paragraphs NE.3213.13 and 3221.4.

3.8.3.5.3.5 Design of Trusses

The trusses provide a structural framework for the modules, maintain the separation between
the faceplates, support the modul-s durisig transportation and erection, and act as " form ties"
between the faceplates when concrete is being placed. After the concrete has cured, the trusses

. w eius.= nieiriser Revision: Draft

[ Westinghouse 3.8-33 December,1997
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33.3.54 Steel Form Modules

Die steel form modules consist of plate reinforced with angle stiffeners and tee sections as
shown in Fipx 3.8.316. ' Die steel fonn modules are designed for concrete placement loads
defined in subsection 3.8.3.3.2.

The steel fonn modules are desigral as steel structures xcording to the requirements of :
'

AISC N690. 'Dils code is applicable since the fonn modules are constmeted entirely out of
structural steel plates and shapes and the applied loads are resisted by the steel elements.

,

i

33.3.5.7 Design Summary Report .
,

A design summary report is prepared for containment intemal structures documenting that the
structures meet the accepance criteria specified in subsection 3.8.4.5. Ref =n; 49 pnMdes
die 44edgewummary-vetenr--Grideal+eeG*s4notoded4n 9 reiar. a=H

,

Som :::;: wd! of de =f;:!!ng cav!:y-

Saudt-wall +f :::: ::=n ;; :rrato carity-

NorJ: :::: d!+f4n+*d=n n:n: =fue!!n;; . a::t : ora;;; :=1-

*--in+vuais ::1: efte!'ni; ::::: :*4 g: :=1 :::::' ad!
C-o!=: , :,upporJng opera:!::g4ker-

.

Deviations from the design due to as-prxured or as-built conditions are acceptable based on
an evaluation consistent with the methods and procedures of Section 3.7 an<13.8 pmvided the
following acceptance criteria are met.

.

'

the structural design meets the acceptance criteria specified in Section 3.8*

the amplitude of the seismic floor response spectra do not exceed the design basis floor+

response spectra by more than 10 percent

Depending on the extent of the deviations, the evaluation may range from documentation of
an engirsering judgement to perfonnance of a revised analysis and design. .

d

33.3.5M Design Summary of Critical Sections

33.3.53.1 Structural Wall Modules

This subsection summarizes the design of the following critical sections:
,

South west wall of the refueling cavity (4' 0" thick)*

South wall of west steam generator cavity (2' 6" thick)*

North east wall of in-contairunent refueling water storage tank (2' 6" thick)*

The thicknesses and locations of these walls which are part of the boundary of the in-
contaltunent refueling water storage tank are shown in Table 3.8.3-3 and Figure 3.8.3-18.

.wonmn a mm Revision: Draft

[ Westinghouse 3.8 37 December,1997
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Bey are the portions of the structural wall modules experiencing the largest demand. De
structural conHguration and typical details are shown in Figures 3.8.31.3.8.3-2,3.8.38.
3.8.314,3.8.315, and 3.8.317. ne structural analyses are described in subsection 3.8.3.4
and summanzed in Table 3.8.3 2. De design procedures are described in subsection
3.8.3.5.3.

De three walls extend from the floor of the in-containment iefueling water storage tank at
elevation 103' 0" to the operating floor at elevation 135' 3". De south west wall is also
a boundary of the refueling cavity and has stainless steel plate on both faces. De other walls
have stainless steel on one face and carbon steel on the other. For each wall design
infomiation is summarized in Tables 3.8.3 4,3.8.3 5 and 3.8.3-6 at three locations. Results
are shown at the middle of the wall (mid span at mid height), at the base of the wall at its
mid point (mid span at base) and at the base of the wall at the end experiencing greater
demand (comer at base). He first pan of each table shows the member forces due to
individual loading. We lower part of the table shows govendng load combinations. He steel
plate thickness required to resist mechanicalloads is shown at the bottom of the table as well
as the thickness provided. He maximum principal stress for the load combination including
thennal is also tabulated. if dtis value exceeds the yield stress at temperature, a supplemental
evaluation is performed as described in subsection 3.8.3.5.3.4; for these cases the maximum
stress intensity range is shown together with the allowable stress intensity range which is
twice the yield stress at temperature.

3.N.3.5.M.2 In containment refueling water storage tank steel wall

The in-containment refueling water storage tank steel wall is the circular boundary of the in-
containment trfueling water storage tank. De structural configuration and typical details are
shown in sheet 3 of Figure 3.8.3 8. We structural analyses are described in subsection 3.8.3.4
and summarized in Table 3.8.3 2. De design procedures arr described in subsection
3.8.3.5.3. He steel wall extends from the floor of the in-contailunent refueling water storage
tank at elevation 103' 0" to the operating floor at elevation 135' 3" The wall is a 5/8"
thick stainless steel plate, it has intemal venical stainless steel T section columns spaced 4'-
X" apan and cAtemal hoop carbon steel (L-section) angles spaced 18" to 24" apan. The
wall is fixed to the adjacent imidules and floor except for the top of columns which are free
to slide radially and to rotate around the hoop direction.

The stivetund evaluation is perfonned separately for the central and end regions. De central
region envelopes results for the wall except for the last four columns at each end. The end
region envelopes results for the four columns at each end. De wall is evaluated as vertical
and horizontal beams. De venical beams comprise the T-section columns plus the effective
width of the plate. De horizontal beams comprise the L-section angles plus the effective
width of the plate. The evaluations are summarized in Table 313 7. Design loads and load
combinations are shown on sheet 1. Sheet 2 shows the ratio of the design stresses to the
allowable stresses. When thennal effects result in stresses above yield, the evaluation is in
acconlance with the supplemental criteria as described in subsection 3.8.3.5.3.4.

Itesision: 1) raft wmemm
llecember ,1997 3,g.38 3 Westingh0Lise
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3.M.3.5.M.3 Column supporting operating floor |

This subsection summarizes the design of the most heavily loaded column in the containment
intemal structures. The column extends from elevation 107'-2" to the undmide of the
operating floor at elevation 135' 3". In addition to supponing the operating Door, it also i

supports a steel grating floor at elevation i18'-0",
'

ne load combinations in Table 3.8.41 were used to assess the adequacy of the column. For
load combination 1 In the table, the interaction factor due to blaxial bending and axial load
is 0.38. For load combination 6 without thennal loads, the interaction factor is 0.42 and with
thennat loads the interaction factor is 0.61. Since the interaction factors are less than 1, the
column is adequate for all the applied loads.

3.M.3.6 Materials, Quality Control, and Special Construction Techniques

Subsection 3.8.4.6 describes the materials and quriity control program used in the construction
of the containment intemal structures. The strv.tural steel modules are constructed using A36
plates and shapes. Nitronic 33 (American So.iety for Testing and Materials 240, designation
S24000, Type XM 29) stainless steel plates are o3ed on the surfaces of the modules in contact
with water during normal operation or refueling. The structural wall and floor modules are
fabricated and erected in accordance with AISC N690. Loads during fabrication and erection
due to handling and shipping are considered as nonnal loads as described in i

subsection 3.8.4.3.1.1. Packaging, shipping, receiving, storage and handling of structural
modules are in accordance with NQA 2, Part 2.2 (formerly ANSI /ASME N45.2.2 as specified

in AISC N690).

3.M.3.6.1 Fabrication, Erection, and Construction of Structural Modules
1

Modular construction techniques are used extensively in the containment intemal stmetures
(Figure 3.8.31). Subassemblies, sized for commercial rail shipment, are assembled offsite
and transported to the site. Onsite fabncation consists of combining the subassemblies in
structural modules, which are then installed in the plant. A typical modular construe:lon
technique is described in the following paragraphs for Module MI, which is the main
structural module in the containment intemal simctures,

he Mi module is a multicompanmented structure which in its final form, comprises the
central walls of the containment intemal structures. The venical walls of the module house
the refueling cavity, the reactor vessel compartment, and the two steam generator
compartments. The module (Figure 3.8.3 14) is in the fami of a "T" and is approximately 50
feet long, 65 feet wide and 60 feet high. He module is assembled from about 40
prefabricated wall sections called structural submodules (Figure 3.8.315). De submodules

_are designed for railroad transpon from the fabricatork shop to the plant site with sizes up to
12 feet by 12 feet by 80 feet long, weighing up to 80 tons. A typical submodule weighs
between 9 and 11 tons. The submodules are assembled outside the nuclear island with full
penetration welds between the faceplates of adjacent subunits. De completed Mi module
is lifted to its final location within the containment vessel by the heavy lift construction crane.

.vmm ammen Revision: Draft
T Westingflouse- 3.8 39 December,1997
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39. Bhide and Collins, " Influence of Axial Tension on the Shear Capacity of Reinforced
- Concrete Members," ACI Structural Journal, September-October 1989.. .

40. K. Sorensen, O. Loset and T. O. Olsen, " Investigations of the Influence of Axial Tensile
Forces on the Transverse Shear Strength", Report No. PP!-I 5, Det Norske Veritas,
Oslo, June 1981.

4i, S. B. Bhide and M. P. Collins, " Reinforced Concrete Elements in Shear and Tension,"
Publication No. 87 02, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Tcronto, January
1987.

42. P. E. Adebar, " Shear Design of Concrete Offshore Structures," Doctoral Thesis in the
University of Toronto,1989.

43. M. W. Kani, M. W. Iluggins, R. R. Wittkopp, "Kani on Shear and Torsion in
Reinforced Concrete," Department of Civil Engineering, University of Toronto,1979.

44. " Guide to Stability Design Criteria for Metal Structures," edited by B.G. Johnston,3rd
Edition.

45. Bressler, Lin and Scalzi, " Design of Steel Structures," Second Edition.

46. W. Fuchs, R. Eligehausen, and J. E. Breen, " Concrete Capacity Design (CCD)
Approach to Fastening to Concrete." ACI Structural Joumal, January February 1995.

47. C. B. Farrow, I. Frigui, R. E. Klingner " Tensile Capacity of Single Anchors in
Concrete: Evaluation of Existing Formulas on an LRFD Basis," Report to the
'iennessee Valley Authority, March,1992.

48. C. B. Farrow, and R. E. Klingner, " Tensile Capacity of Anchors with Partial or
Overlapping Failure Surfaces: Evaluation of Existing Formulas on an LRFD Basis,"
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| 49. WCAP 14875, "De:igr. ;u:rmrj = pen fer cenimer.: H::m:! :: uc:um;" Deleted

| 50. "! CAP ! AP7, " Design : mmrj apen fe ce:ilirj bui! ding" Deleted

51. Deleted
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- Table 3.8.3-4 (Sheet I of 3)

DESIGN SUMMARY OF WEST WALL OF REFUELING CAVITY
DESIGN LOADS LOAD COMBINATIONS AND COMPARISON TO ACCERTANCE CRITERIA ,

MID SPAN AT MID HEIGHT *

,

Load / Comb. Sus Syy Ssy Max Ny Myy Nu Cominents

k/ft k/ft Uft kft/ft Utt kft/ft k/ft

i

Dead (D) 11.07

; Hydro (F) 0.78 1.85 0.66 21.99 0.61 21.15 0.69

Live (L) -7.2

Live (Lo) - 1.8

Live (ADS) 038 13.25 2.2 2034 039 14.4 0.24
,

F,s (in I' lane) 19.33 26.47 42 74

Es (Out Plane) 0.53 18.55 3.08 28.48 0.55 20.16 034

Thermal (To) 202.4 143.7 16.7 386.2 14.5 390.1 10.4

LC (1) 1.09 -25.15 0.92 30.79 0.85 29.61 0.97 1.4 D+ 1.4F+ 1.7L

LC (1)' l.74 6.56 4.66 6536 1.52 54.09 137 1.4D+ 1.4F+ 1.7Lo+ 1.7 ADS

LC (3) 221.48 199.74 -61.86 457.01 15.66 445.81 11.67 1.0D+ 1.0F-1,0Lo+ 1.0 ADS +

1.0To+1.0Es

LC (3)' 21.02 47.25 48.68 70.81 1.55 55.71 1.27 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0 ADS +

1.0Es

LC (8) 28.02 50.16 48.68 70.81 1.55 55.71 1.27 0 9D+1.0F41.0 ADS + 1.0Es

Stes: s.duccuon is horuontal, y direcuon is vertical
'

,

element number 1877,

l'1 ate thwkness required for load combmations escluding thermal: 0.17 inches
l'! ate thickness provided 0.5 inches

Masimum pnneipal stress for load combmation 3 includmg thermal; 23.8 ksi
Yield stress at temperature 42.5 ksi

Mastmum stress miensity range for load combmauon 3 includmg thermal 23.8 ksi
Allowable stress intensity ranFe for load combmation 3 includmg thermal 85,0 ksi

.sr iva. nis-izis97 Revision: Drafto

3 Westinghouse 3.8 79 December,1997

230,13 3-8
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.

Table 3.83-1(Sheet 2 of 3)

DESIGN SUMMARY OF WEST WALL OF REFUELING CAVITY
DESIGN LOADS, LOAD COMBINATIONS AND COMPARISON TO ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

MID SPAN AT BASE -

_

Load / Comb. Sxx Syy Sxy Mxx Ny Myy Nx Comments

k/n k/n h/R kR/h k/h kn/n k/n

Dead 1D1 17.67

Hydro (F) 0.98 339 2.1 2.62 14 35.68 0.51

Live (L) 7.1

Live (Lo) - 1.8

Lne (ADS) 2.58 14.62 2.45 239 9.51 31.27 0.57

Es (In Planc) 1933 26.47 42.74

Es tout Planc) 3 61 20.47 3.43 335 13.31 43.78 0.80

Thermal (To) -406.9 63.6 -138.0 $ 10.5 27.5 559.8 13

LC (1) 1.37 32.23 2.94 3.67 19.60 49.95 0.71 1.4 D+ 1.4 F+ 1.7 L

LC (ll' 5.76 1.80 7.11 7.73 35.77 103.11 118 1.4D+ 1.4F+ 1.7Lo+ 1.7 ADS

LC (1) -428.86 126.62 18*. 07 516.47 26.81 567.90 1.59 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0 ADS + 1.0

To+ 1.0Es
-

LC (3)' 26.50 45.48 50.72 836 36 82 110.73 1.88 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0A D S + 1.0

Es

LC (N) 26.50 49 05 50.72 836 36.82 110.73 1.88 0.9 D+ 1.0F+ 1.0 A D S + 1.0Es

Noter s.direstmn is horuontal y.dtrectwn is vertical
element number IBM

l't.ite thwkness requirut for hxid combinations cicluding thermal: 0.21 meheo'
l' late thwLness prouded 0.5 inches

Matunum pnncip.c stress for load cc..nbmaton 3 including thermal: 37.5 ksi
Yield stress at temperature 42.5 kai

Matimum stress intensity range for load combination 3 including thermal 37.5 ist
Alkmable attest' intensity moge for load combtnation 3 including thermal 800 Lsi3

- Regisitm: Dran .wema+ntm
December ,1997 3.8 80 { Westinghouse

220.0 2 -9
_



3. Design of Structures, Composuats, Equipament, and Systems

.

Table 3 8.34 (Sheet 3 of 3).

l

DESIGN SUMMARY OF WEST WALL OF REFUELING CAVITY |
DESIGN LOADS, LOAD COMBINATIONS AND COMPARISON TO ACCEITANCE CRITERIA I

CORNER AT BASE

====

tmd/ Comb. Sxx Syy Sry Mxx Ny Myy Na Comments

k/ft Ivft k/ft kMt k/ft kft/ft k/ft
|

|
l

Dead (D) 17.67 1
..

;

Hydro (F) 4 85 22.03 0 87 8 04 11.73 13.51 3.18

uve (L) 7.2
.

Uve(Lo) 1.8

Live ( ADS) 6 82 49.5 1.46 9.73 1652 17.28 3.57

Es (In Plane) 26.78 44.38 56 68

Es (Out Plane) Q 55 69.30 2.04 13 62 23.13 24.19 5.00

Thermal (To) 321.5 182 .in 6 175 6 123.4 156.5 11.4
-

12 (l) 6.79 6.14 1.22 | 1.26 16 42 18.91 4 45 1.4D+ 14F+ 1.7L
_

LC (lr 18 38 b7.19 3.70 27.80 44.51 48.29 10.52 14D+1.4F+1.7Lo l.7 ADS

LC (3) 279.5 .I6.26 395.35 206 99 134,80 211.48 .I3 22 i OD+10F+1.0th+1.0 ADS +
1 hl.0Es

LC (3r 48 00 165.74 60.95 31.39 51.38 54 98 11.75 i OD+1.0F+lh I.nADS+1.0
Es

-

LC (8) 48 00 169 31 60 95 31.39 51.38 43.98 11. 0 9D+10F+1.0 ADS +1.0Es

Notes: s direction is hontontal, yarection is vemed
element number 1856

Plate truckness reqmred for lon$ combmations escludirg thesinal 0.35 inches
Plane thicLne , ,wtmded 05 inches

Maximum principal stress for load combination 3 includmg thermal 40 63 'sis
Ywid suess at temperature 42.5 kai

Maximum stress miensary range for load conuaanon 3 includmg thermal 65 97 ksi
Allowable strwt mien ky range for load coch:nanon 3 inclu&ng thermal 85 0 ksi

espoNson te- :ise Resision: Draft
W85tifigt100$6 3.8 81 [keember,1997

33o./23 -10
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Table 3.83 5 (Sheet 1 of 3)

DESIGN SUMMARY OF SOUTH WALL OF STEAM GENERATOR CAVITY
DESIGN LOADS, LOAD COMBINATIONS AND COMPARISON TO ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

MID SPAN AT MID HEIGHT

I,nad/ Comb. Sxx Syy Sxy Mxx Ny Myy Nx Comments

k/R k/ft k/R kR/R k/R kft/R k/R

Dead (D) 11.03

Hydro (F) 1.67 0.94 4.63 16.77 1.22 18.25 0.7

Live (LI 3.2

Live (Lo) 0.8

Live (ADS) ' l.89 10.09 9.58 14.29 0.01 15 45 0.58

Es (in Plane) 3735 14.2 72.78

Es (Out Plane) 2.65 14.13 13.41 20.01 0.01 21.63 0.81

Thermal (To) 187.4 186.11 1.11 359 48 -7.87 343.07 -6.27

LC (l) 234 -19.57 6 48 23.48 1.71 25.55 0.98 1.4D-l .4F+ 1.7L

LC (1)* 5.55 1.67 22.77 47.77 1.73 51.82 1.97 1.4D+ 1,4 F+ 1.7Lo+ 1.7 ADS

LC (3) 230 96 22533 82.67 410.55 -9.10 398.40 -6.38 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo + 1.0 ADS +

1.0To+1.0Es

LC (3)' 43.56 27.53 100.40 $1.07 1.24 55.33 2.09 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo+ l .0 ADS +
1.0Es

LC tR) 43.56 29.43 100.40 51.07 1.24 5533 2.09 0.9D+ 1.0F+ 1.0 ADS + 1.0Es

Notes: 2 ducction is horuontal. y. direction is vemeal
element number 1957

Plate thwkness required for load combinations excludmg thermal; 0.26 inches
Pl.ite thwkness provided 0.50 inches

- Matimum pnncipal stress far load combination 3 includmg thermal: 33.3 ksi >

Yickt stress at temperature 32.4 ksi

Matimum stress intensity range for load combinaten 3 including thermal 333 ksi
Allowable stress intensity range for load combinahon 3 including thermal 64 8 ksi

Revir,lon: Dran .w omsor,ai,. iris,7r
December .1997 3,g.82 3 Westinghouse

pao. in -II
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Table 183 5 (Sheet 2 of 3)

DESIGN SUMMARY OF SOUTH WALL OF STEAM GENERATOR CAVITY
DESIGN LOADS, LOAD COMHINATIONS AND COMPARISON TO ACCEI'TANCE CRITERIA

MID SPAN AT BASE

,

1

__ j

Load / Comb. Sxx Syy Sxy Mxx Ny Myy Nx Comments

k/ft k/ft k/ft kft/ft k/ft kft/ft k/ft
.

Dead (D) 1632
.

d ydro (F) 039 0.52 8.84 2.68 12.7 29.1 0.17

'Live (L) -32i

Live (Lo) 4).8

! Live (ADS) 0.67 8.8$ 11.42 1.98 7.89 21.96 0.12

Es (In Pinci 38.61 23.17 55 93

Es (Out Plane) 0.94 12.39 15.99 2.77 11.05 30.74 0.17

Thermal (To) .-426.8 82.45 68.25 379.48 3.74 410.08 3.44
-

LC (11 0.55 -27.56 12.38 3.75 17.78 40.74 0.24 1.4D l.4F+1.7L

LC (1)' l.69 8.44 31.79 7.12_ 31.19 78,07 0.44 1.4D+ 1.4F+ 1.7Lo+ 1.7 A DS
_

LC (3) 466.74 134 62 13133 379.57 3538 411.72 3.44 1.0D+ l .0F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0 ADS +

1.0To+ 1.0Es

LC (31' 40.61 27.81 92.18 7.43 31.64 81.80 0.46 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0 ADS +

1.0Es

LC O'.) 40 61 30.24 92.18 7.43 31.64 81.80 04o 0.9D+ 1.0F+ 1.nADS + 1.0Es

, - - - _. _

Notes: n.diremon is horuontal, y.directmn is vertical
element ncnber 1960

Plate ihnkness required for , load combinations excludmg thermal: 0.27 inches
- Plate thKkness provided 0.5? mehes

Maximum pnneipal stress for load combination 3 includmg thermal- 363 ksi
beld streu at tempenture 32.4 tsi

.

Maumum stress mienuty range for load combiratmn 3 including thermal 54.6 ks
Allowable stress intensity range for load comt.mation 3 including thermal 64.8 ksi +

a oms.rr aio.uim Revision: Draftr

[ Westingflouse 3.8-83 December,1997

3po,t2D-/3
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Table 3.83-5 (Sheet 3 of 3)

'
DESIGN SUMMARY OF SOUTH WALL OF STEAM GENERATOR CAVITY

DESIGN LOADS, LOAD COMBINATIONS AND COMPARISON TO ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
CORNER AT HASE

4

1,oad/ Comb. Sxx Syy Sxy Mxx Ny- Myy Nx Comments

k/ft k/A k/ft kft/ft k/A kft/ft k/ft

Dead (D) 27.9 ,

Hydro (F) 0.58 12.67 7.93 6.03 1.48 92 1.4

Live tL) -3.2

Live (Lo) 0.8

Live ( ADS) 2.69 30.49 10.41 3.69 0.74 7.02 0.41
_

Es (In Plane) 31.89 127.71 73

Es (Out I' lane) 3.77 42.69 14.57 5.17 1.04 9.83 n $7

Thermal (To) 341.26 -217.05 193.03 342.57 -143.86 563.1 50.97

LC (1) 9.81 -26.76 11.10 8.44 2.07 12.88 1.96 1.4 D-l .4 F+ 1.7L
'

! LC (1)* 539 29.15 28.80 14.72 333 24 81 2.66 1.4 D+ 1.4 F+ 1.7Lo+ 1.7A DS

LC 0) -303 49 32.19 272.67 341.71 -143.42 563.73 5335 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0A DS +

1.0To+ 1.0Es

LC 0)' 38.93 184.86 105.91 14.89 3 26 26.05 238 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0 ADS +

1.0Es

LC (R) 38.93 188.45 105.91 14.89 3.26 26.05 238 0.9D+ 10F+ l .0 ADS + 1.0Es

-

Notes: x4hrection as horuontal, y.dtrection is vertical
elemer.t number 2008

'

l' late thickness required for load combinanons excludmg <hermal: 0.46 inches
l'I.ite ths.kness provided 0.50 mches

Maximum pnncipal stress for load combinanon 3 meludtag thennal: 54 6 ksi
held stress at temperature 32.4 ksi

Masimum stress mienoty range for load combination 3 includmg thermal 54 6 ksi
Allowable stress mienot) range for load combinatmn 3 melodmg themial 64.8 ksi

2 - Renision: Draft woNbn Rt9.ulse
IWember s C97 3.8 84 y Westinghouse

220 122-13
- - - . . - .
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Table 3.83 6 (Sheet I of 3)

DESIGN SUMMARY OF NORTH EAST WALL OF IRWST ;

DESIGN LOADS, LOAD COMillNATIONS AND COMPARISON TO ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
MID SPAN AT MID HEIGHT a

.

- Load / Comb. Sxx Syy Sxy Mxx Ny Myy Nx Comments '

k/ft k/ft k/R kR/ft k/R kR/ft k/R

Dead (D) 9 64

Hydro (F) 0.19 0.26 (?.96 21.21 1.06 11.93 1.1

Lise (L) 1332

Lree (La) 33

Live (ADS) 0.73 4.87 137 22.05 0.49 18.58 1.04

; Es (In I' lane) 20 46.53 55.44

Es (Out Plane) 1 /12 6.82 1.92 30 87 0.69 26.01 1.46 ,

Thermal (To) -153.77 7716 63.99 316 91 10.41 323.24 14.16
,

LC (1) 0.27 35.78 134 26.69 1.48 30.70 1,54 1.4 D.I .4 F+ 1.7L

LC (1)' l.51 10.46 3.67 67.18 2.32 62.29 3.31 1.4D+ 1.4F+ 1.7Lo+ 1.7 ADS .g

j
'

LC 0) 132.56 32.24 12039 391.04 -12.16 389.76 14.52 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0A DS +
l .0To+ 1,0Es

LC 01' 21.94 45.54 59.69 74.13 2.24 66.52 3.60 1.0D + 1.0 F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0 ADS +

1.0Es

LC (R) 21,94 49.80 59 69 74.13 2.24 66.52 3.60 0.9D+ 1.0F+ 1.0 ADS + 1.0Es

,

Notes: x4irection is honzontal, y4irection is vertical
element number 2205

;
~

l' late ihn-kness required for load combinations escluding thermal: 0.21 mohes
Plate thickness provided 0.50 inches;

Ntatimum pnncipal stress for load combination 3 including thermal: 383 kai
Yseki stress at temperature 32.4 ksi

Ntatimum stress intensity range for load combmation 3 including thermal 38 3 ks
Allow.able stress intenuty range for hiad combination 3 including thermal 64.8 ksi

o%pulVierr R19-12if 97 Ne%|Sion: Draft 5

3 Westinghouse 3.8 85 December,1997

no .12 2 -M
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Table 3.834 (Sheet 2 of 3) ,

DESIGN SUMMARY OF NORTH EAST WALL OF IRWST
DESIGN LOADS, LOAD COMBINATIONS AND COMPARISON TO ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

MID SPAN AT BASE
:

1,oad/ Comb. Nxx Syy Szy Mxx Ny Myy Nx Comments

k/R k/ft k/R kft/ft k/ft kft/ft k/ft
4

Dead (D) 1533 .

Hydro (F) 0.65 0.89 3.04 3.2 14.24 33.86 0.04

Live (L) 13.32

Live (La) 33
.

Live (ADS) 1.46 5.77 234 2.01 9.57 2634 0.23

Es (In Plane) 11.21 56.16 55.44'

-

Es (out Plane) .04 8 08 3.28 2 41 13.40 36.88 032
, ,

Thermal (Tol 403.23 22.75 134.29 377.57 -14.07 433.57 2.2

LC (1) 0.vl -42.87 4.26 4.48 19.94 47.40 0.06 1.4D 1.4F+1.7L

Lr (1)' 3.39 -16.05 8 13 7.90 36.21 . 92.18 0.45 1.4D+ 1.4F+ 1.7Lo+ 1.7 ADS
-

LC (31 187.87 75.0 189.97 377.18 23.14 436.59 2.79 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0 ADS +

1.0To+ 1.0Es

LC (3)* 15 ,6 52.25 64.10 8.02 37.21 97.08 0.59 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0 ADS +

1.0Es

LC (H) 36 57.08 68.10 8.02 37.21 97.08 0.59 0.9D+ 1.0F+ 1.0A D S + 1.0Es

I
_ _ _ _,

Notes: 441rection is heruontal, y4tirection is vertical
ele ent number 2208

Plate thickness ' quired for k .u co.nbmations excludeg thermal: 0.27 inches
Plate thickr.en provided 0.50 inches

Mattmum pnncipal stress for load combmation 3 including thermal: 47.1 ksi ,

-Yield stress temperature 32 4 ksi

Mattmum stress intensity range for load combmatmo 3 includtng thermal 47.1 ksi ,

Allowable stress miensity range for load combination 3 includmg thermal 64.8 Esi '

-

NOVISilm' IkHR @NsMIMuse
December .1997 3,g.g gggg

,2 3 0 . t .2 3 - I l
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Table 3 434 (Sheet 3 of 3)

DESIGN SUMMARY OF NORTH EAST WALL OF IRWST
DESIGN LOADS, LOAD COMBINATIONS AND COMPARISON TO ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

CORNER AT llASE *

Load / Comb. Sxx Syy Sxy Mxx Ny Myy Nt Comments

k/R k/R k/R ktt/R k/ft kft/R k/R

Dead (D) -831

Hydro (F) 2.81 24.94 3.82 7.85 16.92 24.04 1.96

Live (L) 1332

Live (Lo) 33

Lhe (ADS) 3.85 46.58 5.04 9.88 22.93 37.55 2.14 >

Es (In Plane) 6.83 55.52 18/.I

Es (Out Plane) 539 65.21 7.06 13.83 32.10 52.57 3.00

Thermal (To) 281.25 12431 357.17 130.91 134.82 154.5* -8.51
_

,

LC (l) 3.93 0.64 535 10.99 23.69 33.66 2.74 1.4D 1.4F+1.7L

LC (I)' 10.48 96.86 13.92 27.79 62.67 97.49 638 1.4 D+ 1.4 F+ 1.7 Lo+ 1.7 ADS

LC 0) 262.37 5633 59130 162.47 150.00 258.71 15.61 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0 ADS +

1.0To+1.0Es

*4.13 31.56 71.95 114.16 7.10 1.0D+ 1.0F+ 1.0Lo+ 1.0AD S +LC (if 18 88 180.64 ,

1.0Es

LC (N) 18 88 184,77 34.13 31.56 71.95 114.16 7.10 0.9D+ 1.0F+ 1.0 ADS + 1.0Es

Notes: n. direction is horu:ntal, y.dtrectwn is vertical4

element number 2240

1%te thwkness required for load combmations escluding thermal. 0.46 inches
I' late thwkness pnnioed 030 inches

Maumum pnneipal stress for load combinatmn 3 mcludmg thermal: 49.2 ksi
Yield stress at temperature 32.4 ksi

Maimum stress intenuty range for load combination 3 meloding thermal 64.8 ksi
Allowable stress intenuty range for load combination 3 mcludmg thermal 64.8 ksi

,

awoivim itiu2:se Revision: Dran
T Westinghouse 3.J w7 December,1997

;?2 0. t 2 2 - /G
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Table 3.8.3 7 (Sheet 1 of 2)

DESIGN SUMM ARY OF STEEL WALL OF IRWST
,

iLOAD COMBINATIONS

LCJ DESCR!!' TION LOAD COMBINATION ,

1A. Refuchng Condition D+1R+ LR !

lit Normal transient ADS D+IR+ LN+ ADS: ;

IC Normal transient ADS, D+1DLN+ ADS, i

3A SSE+refuehng condition D+IR+LR+SS E
3H SSE+ normal transient ADS D+1R+LN+T +1ADSa +1SSEi-l

3C SSE+rmrmal transient ADS, D+IR+LN+T,+$RSS(ADS +SSE)i
5A- DilA pressure D+1R + Lt.'4 P4

Sit DilA thermal D +'R + LN +T4
SC DBA thermal (empty pool) D + LN + T4

.7A SSE+DHA pressure D+1R+LN+P +sSE4

7 11 SSE+DHA thermal D+1R+LN+T +5SE4

-AA I H+ thermal load D+1R+LN+ ADS +T.i

8 11 IC+ thermal k)ad D+!R+LN+ ADS +T.i

,

LOADS'

.

D deadweight=

IR hydrostatic load=

equivalent intemal pressure of 5 psi on walls and slabADS, . =

ADS, equivalent intemal pressure of 5 psi on walls=-

|ive load of 800 psf on 135' slab in refueling conditionLR =

combined SRSS seismic loadSSE =

thermal load in normal condition. To =

P accidental extemal pressure on steel wall equal to 5 psi=
4

LN live load in nomial condition equal to 50 psf=

thermal load in accidental conditionT =
4

.

t

Resision: Dran ovios.mitio.i ::S7
December ,1997 3,g.g g g-g
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Table 3.8.3-7 (Sheet 2 of 2)
~

DESIGN SUMMARY OF STEEL WALL OF IRWST
STRESS RATIO SUMMARY

CENTRAL REGION

AXIAL PLCS BENDING SHEAR
SECTION ISC 3*Sm LOAD AISC 3*Sm LOAD

LOCATION RATj0 RATIO COMB. # RATIO RATIO COMB. #
'

MECilANICAL LOADS ONLY (EXCLUDING TIIERMAL EFECTS)
IB.lcIC 0.17T section bottom 0.36 --

3AlA 0.05T-section mid height 0.10 --

3AIB 0.07L-section bottom 0.05 --

3A.7AIB 0.07L section mid height 'O.39 --

INCLUDING THERMAL EITECTS
0.58 -7B0.54 5BT-section bottom --

SC7B 0.08T-section mid height 0.33 -.-

3B '0.81 SC 0.08L section bottem --

3CSC 0.08L section mid height 0.42 --

END REGION

AXIAL PLUS BENDING SHEAR
SECTION AISC 3'Sm LOAD AISC 3'Sm LOAD

LOCATION RATIO RATIO COMB # RATIO RATIO COM P.. #

MECilANICAL LOADS ONLY (EXCLUDING THERMAL EFECTS)
SA,7AIB 0.31T section bottom 0.98 --

IBT-section mid height 0.26 IC 0.06 --

I B,1CIC 0.44L section bottom 0.05 --

IB,1CL scc:lon mid height 0.22 IB 0.48- .

IC 0.24 IBL section edge 0.20 - -

INCLUDING THERMAL EFFECTS
T-section bottom 0.98 8A 0.96 7B- -

T section mid height 0.6 3C 0.12 7B- -

L section bottom 0.86 SC 0.32 3B- - ,

L-section mid height 0.55 SC 0.35 3B--

L section edge 0.38 SC - 0.79 SB-

.spomsorr itio iziset Revision: Dran
Y Westinghoube 3.8 89 I)ecember,1997 '

aao ./ 2 9- /6 .
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Figure 3.8.318

Location of Structural Wall Modules

...c m son aio izi m Revision: Dratto

T Westinghouse 3.8 11 December,1997
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O' pen item 220.125F (OITS #6312) i

llecause a massive amount of water is to be contained in the PCCWS tank, the staff raised a concem
,

that the COL applicant should monitor the vertical and radial defonnation of the tank during initial
filling, and compare the measured values with the tank deformation predicted by calculation. De
staff identified this issue as Open Item 3.8.4.4 3 and COL Action item 3.8.4.41.

At the meeting on June 12 through 16,1995, Westinghouse stated that the water weight is small, in
comparison with the total weight of the shield buiMing roof structure (estimated to be about 10
percent). Westinghouse also showed that the deflection of the roof structure resulting from the first
111' of water should be negligible. On that basis Westinghouse or.; ended that there is no need to
monitor the tank deflections and cernpare the d. . lections against predictions.

During the meeting on December 9 througl. 13,1996, Westinghouse repeated its justification
conceming tiis issue. liowever, the staff did not agree with Westinghouset basis for not monitoring
the venical and radial defonnation of the tank during initial tank filling. Moreover, the staff asserted
that post-construction testing is necessary to confirm the adequacy of the PCCWS tank. Bis is
because the staff's review experience suggest that the excessive deformation resulting fmm the
inassive amount of water may cause cracking of the tank wall and base slab, as well as water leakage
fmm reinforced concrete tanks with steel liners.4

In Revision 17 of SS AR Section 3.8.4.1.1, Westinghouse added a statement that leak chase channels

i are provided over the liner vakis to permit monitoring for leakage and to prevent degradation of the
reinforced concrete wall which might result from the freezing and thawing ofleakage. Also,
Westinghouse indicated that the exterior face of the reinforced concrete boundary of the PCCWS tank

;

'
is designed to contml cracking, in accordance with Paangraph 10.6.4 of ACl 349, with reinforcement
steel stress based on sustained loads (including thennat effect-). Ilowever, Westinghouse still did not
commit to monitor the vertical and radial defonnation of the tank during initial filling and campan:
the measured values with die tar k deformation predicted by analysis. On the basis of tL: above,

discussion, the staff concluded that Westinghouse's response to the staff's concem (as stated in
'

Revision 17 of SS AR Section 3.8.4.1.1) is not acceptable. Berefore, Open item 3.8.4.4 3 and COL
Action item 3.8.4.41 remain unsolved.

Response:
4

Open item 3.8.4.4-3 (Ol#751) was discussed during the August 4 -15,1997 meeting. At this meeting
the staff provided a position on the design of the tank liner (meeting summary, NRC letter of
September 30,1997, attachment 6). Westinghouse provided markups (NRC letter of September 30,
l997, attachment 9) for SSAR subsection 3 8.4.1.1 which were later incorporated in Revision 17.
Dese markups committed to leak chase channels and to contml of cracking. It was Westinghouse's
understanding at the meeting, that these commitments were in lieu of measuring tank defonnation
during filling of the tank. Bis understanding is supponed by the staff's meeting notes (NRC letter of
September 30,1997, attachment II), which identifies open item # 751 as Confirm W.

De Westinghouse position remains as described in the open item. He calculated deflections of the
roof structure due to the first fill of water are small. The actual deflections would be difficult to
measure with sufficient accuracy for comparison against predictions. Dere is no need to monitor the

220.145-1
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FSER Open item

.

deflectioris to confirm structural adequacy. Tank function is confirmed by monitoring the water level
in the tank during the first fill of wa:er and by checking the leak chase system to confimi no leakage.

S5iAR Revision:

Nonc

ITAAC Revision:

This response is also applicable to RAI 640.10. An ITAAC is not required for measurement of tank
defonnation.

W Westinghouse
220.125-2
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410.381F (OITS #6258)

Discuss the approach taken in the AP600 design to protect regulatory treatment of non-safety related
systems (RTNSS) and defense in depth (DID) systems from internal and extemal gods. (OI 3.4.12)

Response:

As indicated in Section 3.4.1.1, safety-re;ated structures, systems and components (SSCs) provide safe -
shutdown following internal and extemal Goods. As a result, nonsafety-related SSC's are not required
to mitigate design basis flood events.

In addition, the safety importance of noasafety re!ated SSC's was evaluated in WCAP 13856, "AP600'

Implementation of the Regulatory Treatment of Nonsafety Related Systems Process". 'Ihe RTNSS
evaluation process included PRA and deterministic considerations which included flooding. Nene of
the nonsafety related SSC% were found to be R*INSS important based on Gooding considerations. As
a result, nonsafety related SSC's,includhg syr. ems found to b; :.aportant by the RTNSS pre.ess and
DID systems, are not important in mitigation of 'lood events and are not required to be protected from
internal or external floods.

Although RTNSS important and DID systems are not required to be protected from intemal or extemal
Goods, they are expected to be available following the more likely events. Based on good design
practice, Door drains arid sumps are provided to remove water resulting from anticipated leakage froa
the nonsafety reir, J RTNSS important and DID equipment. In addition, the buildings which contain
the nonsafety.: ..ated RTNSS and DID equipment have entrances which are located above 'he
maximum exer, si flood elevation.

.

SSAW Change:

None

ITAAC Change:

None

|

410.381F 1 i
g

!
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1
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410.385F'(OITS #6262)

Identify what safety related, RTNSS, and DID systems are in each of the following areas within the
auxiliary building: non-radiologically controlled area (NRCA), the mechanical equipment area, the
non-Class IE electrical equig ment area, the Class IE electrical equipment area, radiologically
controlled area (RCA). (OI 3.4.16)

Response:-

The safetv-related cornponents located in the auxiliary building are listed in SSAR Table 9A 2 (Safe
Shutds ; ;. Components). This tabte identifies the fire area / zones where this equipment is located.
SSAR Figure 9A 1 shows the AP600 buildings '.nd the location of the fire area / zone.

De nonsafety related RTNSS important and the DID components are not required to be protected
from flood events (internal or extemal) as discussed in the response to question 410.381F. Since

,

nonsafety related component's, including RTNSS important and the DID SSC's, are not reonired to be
protected from flocds their location is not important for flooding evaluations and it is not . ;essary to.

identify the location of these components.

SSAR Change:
,

.

None4

ITAAC Change:

None
,

|

|

1

4
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650.18F: Issue 82:. Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools (OITS #6320)

ne risks of beyond-design-basis accidents in tN spent fuel storage pool were examined in
WASH 1400, " Reactor Safety Study. An Asse, sment of Accident Risks in.U.S. Commercial Nuclear
Power Plants," dated October 1975, and it was your.ludW in the report that these risks were orders of
magnitude below those involving the reactor core. Lsue 82 in NUPEG-0993 was the reexamination of
accidents in the spent fuel storage pool. The reasc ns are two-fold. First, spt.,t fuel is being stored
instead of reprocessed. This issue, however, is nct required for the AP600 design to meet
52.47(a)(1)(ii) or (iv).

This has led to the expansion of onsite fuel storage by means of high-density-storage racks, which
results in a larger inventory of fission products in the pooi, a greater heat load on the pool cooling
system, and less distance between adjacent fuel assemblies. Second, some laboratory studies have
offered evidence of the possibility of fire propagation between assemblies in an air-cooled
environment. Rese two reasons, in combination, provide the basis for an accident scenario that was
not previously considered.

As stated in NUREG-0933, because of the large inherent safety margins in the design and construction
of spent fuel pools, this issue was resolved and no new requirements were established.

'

In Section 1.9.4 of the SSAR, Westi1ghouse states that the AP600 includes design provisions that
preclude draining of the spent fuel pool. Also, provisions are available to supply water to the pool in
the event the water covering the spent fuel begins to boil off. In the DSER, the staff requested that
Westinghouse address probabilinic risk assessment for accidents in the spent fuel pool for the AP600
design. This was designated as Opn item 20.310. Open Item 20.3-10 (650.18F) is still unresolved
because the probabilistic risk assessment has not been addressed.

Herefore, Issue 82 is not resolved for the AP600 design.

Response:

In the DSER, under Issue 82, the staff wrote: " Westinghouse . . concluded, in Table 1.9-2 of that [May
28, 1993] le:ter, that this issue was not relevant to the AP600 design because this issue was resolved
without any new requirements. Although the staff agrees that no new requirements were established,
the staff requests that Westinghouse address probabilistic risk assessment for accidents in the spent
fuel pool for the AP600 design."

As postulated in this open item, a fire may occur between fuel assemblies in an air-cooled
environment. Rus, the initiator of the postulated accident is that the water in the fuel pool drains, and
that a fire occurs once the pool is drained. The discussion which follows explores the various paths
that the spent fuel pool could drain.

T Westinghouse 650.18-1

.
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As discussed in SSAR subsection 9. 2.2, the connections to the spent f sel pool are located to
prer'.ude the draining of the pool due to a b'cak in a Ene. Specifically:

1. De connection for the spent fuel coolirg pump suction line is located below the normal water
'

level and above the level needed to provide sufficient water for shielding and for cooling of the
fuel if the spent fuel pool cooling system is unavailable. Note the normal water level is over 18
feet abose the top of the spent fuel assemblies.

2. The pipe which discharges into the spent fuel pool includes a siphon break between the normal -

water level and the level of the spent fuel cooling system pump suction connection.

3. A metal gate with gasket assembly connects the spent fuel pool and fuel transfer canal. The gate
is located on the pool wall a few het above the top of the fuel assemblies. De spent fuel transfer;

operation is completed underwater, and the waterways are of sufficient depth to maintain a

}
minimum of 10 feet of shielding water above the spent fuel assemblies.

4. The bottom of the fuel transfer canal has one locked-closed safety-related drain valve, During
normal operation, the metal gate separating the spent fuel pool and the fuel transfer canal remains
open. De gate is only closed to drain the canal without reducing the water level in the spent fuel
pool.

,

,

For items I and 2 above, there are no failure mechanisms of these connections to model within a PR4
that would drain the spent fuel pool to the point that there is insufficient water to cool the fuel. Even
if the spent fuel cooling system pump line were to break, the water level would be more than 14 feet
above the top of the fuel assemblies.

For item 3 above, the design is such that a minimum of 10 feet of shielding water is maintained above
the spent fuel assemblies, so again, the design is such to preclude a PRA failure mechanism.

For item 4, the chance that plant personnel would attempt to drain the fuel transfer canal via the drain
valve without first closing the gate, or if they did start to drain the canal with the gate open and

'

ignored indications that the gate is open is considered to be an extumely unlikely event in addition,
even if the gate is left open, the water level in the spent fuel pool would be above the top of the spent
fuel assemblies. In' addition, the spent fuel pool level is monitored and alarmed in the control room.

3 - Thus, there is not a failure mechanism to model in a PRA analysis from item 4.

Another mechanism to drain the pool is a catastrophic failure of the fuel pool structure. The spent
fuel pool is a liner within concrete walls that are an integral part of the seismic Category I auxiliary
building structure. His type of catastrophic failure mechanism is not modeled in conventional PRAs.

From the discussion above, it is concluded that the potential to drain the spent fuel pool is improbable.
His addresses the first part of this FSER open item postulated initiating event.

,

The second part of the postulated initiating event is that a fire occurs between fuel assemblies. This,

second portion of the initiating event is discussed below.

M 650.18-2 |

|

|
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- The open item states "some laboratory studies have offered evidence of the possibility of fire
propagauon between assemblies in an air-cooled environment" however, the open item does not'

provide specific reference to a laboratory study report, nor does it explain how the fire started, the
conditions that were simulated during the laboratory study, or what is the probability of possible fire
propagation. However, since the spent fuel pool can only drain in one way to cause a PRA accident
scenario, the likelihood that the spent fuel pool is drained (by catastrophic failure), coupled with a fire
occuring within the area such that propagation between fuel assemblies occurs, would be an even
smaller frequency.

Given the potential for the open item postulated initiating event is extremely small, a probabilistic risk*

assessment of this type of event is unnecessary.'

In conclusion, the staff acknowledged in the associated DSER open item that Westinghouse does not
need to meet any new requirements, although the staff is asking for a probabilistic risk assessment
which does go beyond existing requirements. As the likelihood of the open item postulated initiating
event is extremely small for AP600, a probabilistic risk assessment of this type of event is unnecessary*

and will not be provided. The deterministic design evaluation of the spent fuel pool discussed in
SSAR section 9.1 provides sufficient information to the staff to resolve issue 82.

;

SSAR Revision: None.'

PRA Revision: None.

;

4
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Question: 650.20F- (OITS #6322)

Issue 124: Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability

' Following the loss of feedwater event at Davis Besse in 1985, as discussed in NUREG-0933. Issue 124 addressed .

increasing reliability of the auxiliary or EFW system to 10-4 unavailability / demand. In 1985, operating experience
as well as staff and industry studies indicated that these systems fai;ed at a high rate. A function of this system in
the majority of current plants is to supply water to the secondary side of the SGs during system fill, normal plant
heatup, normal plant hot standby, and normal plant cold shutdo rn. De EFW system'also functions following loss
of normal feedwater flow, including loss due to offsite power failure, and supplies EFW following such postulated
accidents as a f4FW line break or a MSLB. Therefore, the reliability of this system is important to p!3nt safety.

- The NRC investigation of the Davis Besse event indicated that the potential inability to remove decay heat trom the
reactor core was due to the questionable reliability of the EFWS caused by any or all of the following:

loss of all EFW due to common-mode failure of the pump discharge isolation valves to open*

excessive delay in recovering EFW because of a difficulty in restarting the pump steam driven turbines once theye

tripped

intenuption'of EFW flow because of failures in steamline break and feedline break accident mitigation features+

In addition, the investigation of the event indicated that (1) a two-train system with a steam turbine-driven EFW
pump may not be able to achieve the desired level of reliability and (2) the provision to automatically isolate EFW
from a SG affected by a main steamline or feedwater line break may tend to increase the risk that adequate DHR

^ is not available, rather than to decrease it.

. In Section 1,9.4 of the SSAR, Westinghouse states that this issue is not applicable to the AP600 design because the
design does not have a safety-related auxiliary feedwater system. The passive core cooling system is stated to
provide the safety related function of cooling the RCS in the event of loss of feedwater so the SGs. me startup
feedwater system (SFS), which has no safety-related function beyond containment isolation, provides the SGs with
feedwater during plant conditions of startup, hot standby, cooldown, and when the main feedwater pumps are
unavailable. -

This issue required the use of a plant PRA to demonstrate the reliability of the auxiliary feedwater system (AFS),
oc EFW system, to have a minimum reliability of 1.0E-4 unavailability / demand to ensure its reliability / availability.
Westinghouse contended that this issue is not applicable to the AP600 design because the design does not have a
safety related AFS and the passive core cooling system for the design provides the safety related function of cooling
the RCS in the event of loss of feedwater. De SFS has no safety related function.

The staff in SECY 94-084,- however, has established a process of regulatory treatment of non-safety systems
(RTNSS) for identifying risk significant non safety related active systems for regulatory treatment. Therefore, the

.SFS reliability remains an c en issue as it will be subject to this RTNSS evaluation. This is Open Item 20.319e
(650,20F).

.
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The resolution of Issue 124 for the AF600 design will be addressed after the staff completes its review of the
reliability of the SFS.

Therefore. Issue 124 is not resolved for the AP600 design.

Response:

Note SFS repiesents the spent fuel cooling system for AP600. The startup feedwater is part of the main and startup
feedwater system (FWS).

The RTNSS evaluation was provided in WCAP 13856, "AP600 Implementation of the Regulatory Treatment of
Nonsafety Related Systems Process." Short-term availability controls are the outcome of the RTNSS process, and
are placed on those nonsafety related SSCs determined to be RTNSS important. The availability controls are located
in SSAR section 16.3. The startup feedwater system was not identified as requiring any further regulatory treatment.

The design reliability assurance program (D-RAP)(SSAR section 17.4) identifies the startup feedwater pumps as a
risk important SSC. Note that the startup feedwater system is included in the D RAP only as a result of the expert
panel and not as an outcome of the PRA insights or of the quantitative PRA risk important measures used in the D-
RAP.

The startup feedwater system was not identified as risk important by the RTNSS process. No further analysis is
required to resolve issue 124.

SSAR Revision: None.

[ W85tingt10USC
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Question: L 720.415F --(OITS # 5897) i

Question 720.4ISP ?

EQUIPMENT SURVIVABILITY;.

: The instrumentation and equipment required for severe accident mitigation and recovery should be demonstrated to ~ j
,

' ( operate in the applicable environment by inspections, tests, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC).' ne demonstration - !

process used to provide reasonable assurance that the instrumentation and equipment will operate will. include one .- :

or more of the following factors: limited time period in or exposure to the environment, the use of similar equipment = ,

in commercial industry exposed to a similar environment, the use of analytical extrapolations, the use of vendorL a

i performance data, the use of procurement specifications imposed on the vendor, or the results of tests performed in'
4

the nuclear industry or at independent laboratories. His demonstration has not been incorporated into the ITAAC = ,

{ and is an open stem.
' -

.
_ 1

'

Response: _;-

;E

E The PRA has identified the equipment and instrument required for severe accident mitigation, the environment for
each location,1 and ~ the post. event time frames when performance is expected. _ installed equipment and

' 1_,

" instrumentation that may ,be utilized during -a severe accident scenario and exposed to the severe accident -
environment is qualified for design basis event environments and has been included in'the AP600 Certified Design

|
. Material (CDM).'.

4

_ An industry test program (EPRI NP-4354) has provided the high confidence discussed in SECY-9(LOl6 that0

J equipment and instrumentation qualified for design basis events will survive the effects of a severe accident and
'

c perform satisfactorily. Based on the results of the industry test program and the required performance time frames,
it has been determined that the AP600 design basis event qualification programs are sufficient to provide a reasonable {_

'

level of assurance that the required equipment and instrumentation will function during the severe accident time -
'

frames specified. Therefore, no special procurement requirerrents other than the IE qualification program are
necessary for equipment expected to perform during severe accidents.

'

,

[ For example, for the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), CDM Section 2.1.2, item 7.a) of the Design Description (DD)

; states "De Class lE equipment identified in Table 2.1.21 as being qualified for a harsh environment can withstand ,
'

[ the environmerfal conditions that would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without loss of
safety function for the time trquired to perform the safety function." Referring to Table 2.1.2 1, the equipment listed

;. includes sensors that have been identified as Class IE, e.g., systen pressure from the RCS Wide Range Pressure ;
Sensors and hot leg temperature from the RCS Hot Leg Wide Range Temperature Sensors. These same sensors have

'

.

' been identified in the Prebabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) as required for severe accident mitigation and reco.m
,

I Aithou'gh the: Design. Commitment is related to a design basis accident scenario, an additional ITAAC for
,

n Kenvironmental conditions is not required as the environmental envelope for the design basis accident scenario-
provides reasonable assurance that the same equipment and instrumentation will continue to operate under severe !

'

accident conditions.'

|o

|5

h 720.415F-15Wu
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Thus, an ITAAC for equipment and instrumentation needed for sesete accident mitigatial and recovery is not
required because the same equipment is used during a design basis accident scenario,is alreidy included in the
AP600 Certi6ed Design Material, and is identined with respect to Class IE ar.d harsh er/ironment qualification as

1e a Design Commitment.

: SSAR Revision: None

PRA Revision: None

' ITAAC Favision: None
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Ouestion: 720.421F ;(OITS # 6133)

Accident Management (19.2.5)

Westinghouse has adequately addressed design fe.stures to facilitate (or eliminate the need for) accident management -
in the AP600 design with the exception of containment venting. Although venting is not expected to be necessary
in most sequences in AP600, it may be needed in the event of reactor vessel failure (since deterministic calculations .
indicate that early containment failure from steam explosion is not likely). Westinghouse has indicated that the
AP600 has no containment vent, flowever, in Appendix D of the PRA (equipment survivability. Table D.6-1) high -
level actions to vent and to depressurize containment are called out, but related equipment is not identified or
discussed. Also, in WCAP-13914, Revision 2 (Section 5.9), it is indicated that methods that may be used to vent
the AP600 containment will be investigated during a later phase of the development of the severe accident

-

,

management guidance, but nothing more has been provided. Although the development of detailed guidance and
procedures is the responsibility of the COL applicant, the capability to vent and any associated equipment
specifications should be established by the designer prior to Design Certification. His is Open Item 19.2.51.

Response:

A containment vent path is available with the AP600 design configuration. De pathway was presented in the*

response to FSER open item 720.414F (Westinghouse letter DCP/NRCI179, December 11,1997) and discussed in
- detail with the staff during a telecon on December 16,1997.

The containment vent path has been added to the equipment survivability assessment in Appendix D of PRA
*

Revision 11.

WCAP 13914 will be revised to include a discussion to vent, as requested by the NRC in FSER open item 720.422F.

SSAR Revision: . None.

PRA Revision: A markup of Appcmiix D for PRA Revision 11 will be provided under separate cover.'

i
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